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HEART GARDEN

Step 7
Get  plenty  of  little  helpers  to  plant  your  vegetable  seedlings.  Cover  everything  with
straw which will protect the young plants against sun and heavy rain.

A heart garden in Lesotho

Fresh vegetables from about ten weeks
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Thoughtful
HEART GARDEN

● cardboard
● water
● tools:  spades,  shovels,  a  piece

of string about 2 metres long
● vegetable seedlings

WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE

Step 1
Look for a suitable space with about 4 square metres
for the garden, plenty of sun and access to water.

Step 2  (Fig. 1)
Tie a stick to each end of 120cm of garden twine. Place
one end in the centre of your space and use the other to
mark a circle in the ground. Then draw out an entrance
triangle, from the circle to the centre, starting at a width
of 60cm to shape the top of the heart.

Step 3  (Fig. 2)
Use a piece of chicken wire fence approximately 100cm x 150cm to make a cylinder
100cm high and 40cm diameter.

Half‐fill this ‘compost cage’ with top soil to make a mound and line the inside of it with
straw. This can be topped up at any time with compostable waste, such as potato peel,
banana skins and leaves.

Step 4  (Fig. 3)
Lay your stones, bricks or logs around the perimeter of your garden – this could be a
single layer or several, but must be enough to keep the soil in place. Build the stones
higher at the entrance triangle.  Make the first layer of the garden from broken plant pots
or cans to improve drainage.  Add pieces of cardboard box placed between the soil and
the wall to prevent the soil from being washed through the stones when watering.

If you wantinspiration, have a lookat the garden in MamRich's day care centrein Mshenguville.
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A heart garden recycles as it grows! The design – which looks like a heart from above –
incorporates a central basket for adding composted waste and watering with waste water
from the kitchen. Heart gardens are more productive than standard raised beds; as the soil
is constantly fed from the central basket they can grow a lot of vegetables in a small area!
This sort of garden is being built more and more all over sub-Saharan Africa as it is particularly
suitable for extreme weather conditions. It was originally created by an NGO called ‘Send a
Cow' and has been adapted for South Africa by Project HOPE UK.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED
● stones of different sizes
● chicken wire fence
● top soil, compost
● chicken or cow manure
● straw (without roots)

Step 6
Water the soil and the basket with waste water or
rainwater (using the entrance triangle).  Add composted
material to the cage and continue to fill it with
compostable food waste.  A circle of carpet or plastic
over the top of the basket will help speed up the
composting process and protect against rain. The
compost will permeate the garden and give your crops
lots of nutrients as they grow.

Step 5
Now start filling the garden with the soil and compost.  Make sure that the best soil goes
on top!  Keep piling up the soil and straw in layers until you have a mound which slopes
away from the basket.  Make sure the straw has NO roots as they might grow again under
the surface of the soil.


